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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Continuation of extensive oral training in German. Emphasis on conversational 
idiom. Introduction to German customs, culture, civilization, current affairs, etc. 
Grammar analysis is kept to a minimum. 

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to: 
A. Apply the linguistic principles of German inductively at an intermediate 

level. 
B. Demonstrate sufficient fluency in oral German to be able to carryon a 

conversation on any of the topics treated during the course. 
C. Pronounce German accurately, if not perfectly with correct syllabic stress and 

good intonation. 
D. Within the context presented, demonstrate, in conversational German, an 

expanding diction and command of structural patterns. 
E. Demonstrate the ability to speak for three to five minutes on an assigned 

number of topics. 
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V. CONTENT 
A. Linguistics 

1. Subjunctive II 
a) Present Subjunctive II: to express hypothesis, politeness, wishes (Maria wiirde 

gem im Ausland leben.) 
b) Past Subjunctive II: to express imaginary results and unreal past conditions 

(Wenn Oliver den Chefnicht geduzt Mite, ware er wahrscheinlich Redakteur 
geworden.) 

c) Subjuncitve II of modal verbs: to express requests, wishes, assumptions (Ich 
mochte gem bestellen.) 

2. Subjunctive I for indirect discourse 
a) Present subjunctive I (Er schreibt, er denke nur an sie.) 
b) Past subjuncitve I (Sie schreibt, sie habe von ihrn getraumt.) 

3. Sentence styles 
a) Simple sentence (Clara spielt Klavier.) 
b) Compound sentence with two main clauses (Clara spielt Klavier und Robert 

komponiert Klaviermusik.) 
c) Compound sentence with main clause first (Clara spielt Klavier, weil ihr 

Vater Klavierlehrer ist.) 
d) Compound sentence with subordinating clause first (Wei! ihr Vater 

Klavierlehrer ist, spielt Clara Klavier.) 
4. Passive voice and alternatives 

a) Indicative (Es wird tiber Goethe diskutiert.) 
b) Subjunctive II (Es wlirde tiber Goethe diskutiert.) 
c) With modal verbs (Es konnte tiber Goethe diskutiert werden.) 
d) Alternatives to passive: man, sich lassen, reflexive verbs, sein ... zu+infinitive 

(Leipzig ist leicht mit dem Zug zu erreichen. Wie schreibt sich das?) 
B. Culture 

1. Hamburg, the second largest German city: the Port of Hamburg, one of the 
largest in the world and over 820 years old; the German media center; a city of 
90 consulates. 

2. Leipzig: a city of music, Clara Schumann, Richard Wagner, Johann Sebastian 
Bach; the Bach Archiv; the Thomaskirche; the Gewandhausorchester; 
architecture of the Griinderzeit. 

3. Frankfurt: Germany's financial center, Mainhatten, the German central bank; 
the birthplace of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, the most famous German poet. 

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY 
A. Assignments 

1. In-class assignments: 
a. Phonological drills to aid comprehension as well as pronunciation 
b. Sentence transformation and completion exercises 
c. Discussion of cultural and historical elements such as, with respect to 

Hamburg, a city's status as both a city and a state, or its position as the center 
of the German publishing world, or, with respect to Leipzig, the peaceful 
demonstration in front of the Nikolaikirche that led to the fall of the Berlin 
Wall, or, with respect to Frankfurt, the historic Book Fair. 

d. Question and answer exercises 
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e. Language laboratory exercises 
f. Oral exchanges with new syntactic combinations 

2. Out-of-class assignments such as getting familiar with the content and structure 
of the famous German magazine Der Spiegel (published in Hamburg) or doing 
internet research such as going to the Ballinstadt website and reviewing the 
world's largest genealogical database or go to a Bach concert by the American 
Bach Soloists in San Francisco. 
a. Language laboratory exercises 
b. Textbook exercises 
c. Oral reports on cultural topics such as Johan Sebastian Bach, Richard 

Wagner, Martin Luther, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, the role of the church 
in preparation of the fall of the Berlin Wall, foreigners and immigration in 
Frankfurt. 

B. Evaluation 
I. Class performance: preparation and participation 
2. Oral assignments 
3. Regular oral quizzes on grammar and cultural topics 
4. Comprehensive oral final examination on syntax and culture studied 

C. Textbooks and Other Instructional Materials 
Augustyn, Prisca and Nikolaus Euba, Stationen: Ein Kursbuch fur die Mittelstufe, 
Boston: Thomson-Heinle, 2008. (textbook and workbook). 

VII. Title 5 CLASSIFICATION 
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)) 
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